Writing Guides

Basic


**Editing, Proofreading, & Revising**


**Grammar, Punctuation & Usage**


**Research**


**Abstracts & Literature Reviews**


**Websites & E-Resources**

Berkeley Student Learning Center. Writing Worksheets & Other Writing Resources. [https://slc.berkeley.edu/writing-worksheets-and-other-writing-resources](https://slc.berkeley.edu/writing-worksheets-and-other-writing-resources)

Dartmouth. Academic Skills Center. Notetaking. [https://students.dartmouth.edu/academic-skills/learning-resources/learning-strategies/notetaking](https://students.dartmouth.edu/academic-skills/learning-resources/learning-strategies/notetaking)

Harvard College Writing Center. Writing Resources. [https://writingcenter.fas.harvard.edu/pages/resources](https://writingcenter.fas.harvard.edu/pages/resources)

MIT. Avoiding Plagiarism – Paraphrasing. [https://integrity.mit.edu/handbook/academic-writing/avoiding-plagiarism-paraphrasing](https://integrity.mit.edu/handbook/academic-writing/avoiding-plagiarism-paraphrasing)

Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL). [https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/purdue_owl.html](https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/purdue_owl.html)


**Publishing**


